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PROBLEM STATEMENT/
SCOPE OF WORK

REQUIREMENTS

EXPERIMENTATION AND CONCEPTS

FINAL DESIGN

FMEA

TESTING

The current human visual inspection process at Stellantis poses many defects which 

reduces the reliability of the company’s die-casting technology. With the manual 

inspection processes, it is difficult to pinpoint certain defects that the human eye 

cannot clearly see or those that are borderline in terms of acceptability. To improve 

on this process, Stellantis is seeking an automated vision system that acquires 

high-quality images of every side of the valve bodies in order to accurately detect 

defects. This process must be within the cycle time of the part of about 120 seconds. 

The team is responsible for the electrical and mechanical production of the vision 

system, whereas graduate student B. Zhang is responsible for the AI algorithm for 

defect detection.

Fixture Design Created in CAD

Image Acquisition Lighting

The Stellantis Kokomo Casting plant is the world’s largest die-cast facility. The plant 

was completed and began production in 1965 with expansions in 1969, 1986, 1995 

and 1997. They create products such as Aluminum parts for automotive components, 

transmission and transaxle cases and engine block castings. On Feb. 28, 2023, 

Stellantis announced that it will invest a total of $155 million in three Kokomo, 

Indiana, plants to produce new electric drive modules (EDM) that will help power 

future electric vehicles assembled in North America.

y = -18.918x + 26285 
user can input light in Lux received by 

part x to get  the manual exposure 
setting needed y

Additional light is not needed as the 
manual exposure rate can be adjusted 

The bottom  of the part (valve body) 
may need a light source if the lighting 
conditions are extremely poor.

Key Components Linear actuator slowly glides with the camera 
attached in order to capture images of the 
valve bodies.

Base Weight 
The Rapid Entire Body 
Assessment (REBA) 
For valve body placement:
Test subject is 6’2”
Neck and trunk position is 0°
Valve body is < 11lbs.
Upper arm reaches up 50°
Score A:1
Score B:4
REBA Score: 2
Score: Low risk

Ergonomics 

Concept 2: 3 cameras & rotary table

The FEA concluded that there would 
be a max deflection of .002 inches 
after 50 lbs is applied to the base.

Alvium 1800 U500m UHMW Low Friction Slides

1000 mm Actuator

Concept 1: 2 cameras, 2 actuators, & rotary table

Concept 3: All cameras & no movement

Crack

Flash

Minus Material

Valve Body Transmission Casing Engine Block

50 lbs

Major Components

1 Movable frames for ergonomics

2 Stationary cameras for stable, clear images

3 Linear actuator (as proof of concept) for long and larger parts

4 Handles to easily move base

5 Magnet to lock in 80-20 hinged piece
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